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Mathematical Subjects: Children Talk About Their Mathematics LivesSpringer, 2009

	We know the process by which children become social, moral, and creative beings, but when—and how—do they become mathematical beings? This thought-provoking volume follows ten children (ages seven through eighteen) in schools in New Zealand, England, Australia, Sweden, and an international school in Switzerland as they...
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Relativism and Monadic TruthOxford University Press, 2009

	Relativism has dominated many intellectual circles, past and present, but the twentieth century saw it banished to the fringes of mainstream analytic philosophy. Of late, however, it is making something of a comeback within that loosely configured tradition, a comeback that attempts to capitalize on some important ideas in foundational...
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BlackBerry All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Hi there, and welcome to BlackBerry All-in-One For Dummies. If you already have a BlackBerry, this is a great book to have around when you want to discover new features or need something to use as a reference. If you don’t have a BlackBerry yet and have some basic questions (such as “What is a BlackBerry?” or “How can...
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Wireless Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2003
Written for the intermediate to advanced wireless user, Wireless Hacks is full of direct, practical, ingenious solutions to real-world networking problems. Whether your wireless network needs to extend to the edge of your office or to the other end of town, this collection of non-obvious, "from the field"...
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Cost-Based Oracle FundamentalsApress, 2005
When I wrote Practical Oracle 8i, I said in the foreword that “if you write a technical book
about Oracle, then it will be out of date by the time you’ve finished writing it.” Addison-Wesley
published the book about the same time that Larry Ellison announced the official release of
Oracle 9i. Three weeks after...
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Inside Microsoft (r) SQL Server (tm) 2005: The Storage EngineMicrosoft Press, 2006
This practical, hands-on book offers deep, thorough coverage of the internals of architecture and resource management in SQL Server 2005, focusing on the Storage Engine. The book features extensive code samples and table examples.

For me, the most wonderful thing about writing a book and having it published is getting...
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Maya Feature Creature Creations (Graphics Series)Charles River, 2008
When I was growing up, there were almost no learning resources at my disposal. Trial and error is extremely frustrating. Around the age of seven, I saw an interview with Ray Harryhausen on the making of Clash of the Titans. That was the first “making of ” I’d seen. He discussed making foam puppets from sculptures and placing...
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Artifical Intelligence for Human Computing: ICMI 2006 and IJCAI 2007 International Workshops, Banff, Canada, November 3, 2006 HyderabadSpringer, 2007


	This volume in the Lecture Notes of Artificial Intelligence represents the first book on

	human computing. We introduced the notion of human computing in 2006 and

	organized two events that were meant to explain this notion and the research

	conducted worldwide in the context of this notion.





	The first of these events...
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Lessons in Grid Computing: The System Is a MirrorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Praise for Lessons in Grid Computing: The System Is a Mirror
    

    "You should not overlook the potential genius in this concept."
    —Geoffrey Moore, consultant and author, Dealing with Darwin    

    "Since he first identified 'information systems as mirrors of...
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10 Ways to Stay Broke...Forever: Why Be Rich When You Can Have This Much Fun?John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	How to change your free-spending ways, live luxuriously on a budget, and build a sound financial future


	From the founders of GoldenGirlFinance.ca comes a new book on how to get your financial house in order and enjoy the freedom and happiness that comes with a secure financial future. In 10 Ways to Stay Broke. . ....
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Practical Guide to Clinical Computing Systems: Design, Operations, and InfrastructureAcademic Press, 2008
The development of clinical computing systems is a rapidly growing priority area of health information technology, spurred in large measure by robust funding at the federal and state levels. It is widely recognized as one of the key components for reducing costs and improving the quality of care. At the same time as more and more hospitals and...
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Living Well with Kidney Failure: A Guide to Living Your Life to the Full (Class Health)Class Publishing, 2004

	Having worked with kidney patients for over 25 years, I have seen many

	changes and improvements in treatment. However, this book is not a com

	prehensive guide to the medical and nursing aspects of illness and treat

	ment. These are mentioned briefly where it is necessary to explain the

	effects of the illness and treatment on daily...
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